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Editorial: No ratification for TILMA

T
he ‘Trade, Investment, and Labour Mobility Agreement’
(TILMA) between Alberta and BC, is due to come into
effect on April 1, 2007. It claims to build on the

‘Agreement on Internal Trade’ (AIT), signed by all the
provinces and the federal government. Back in 1996, Robert
Howse of the CD Howe Institute commented: ‘While federal
and provincial implementing legislation is needed to give legal
force to the AIT, most such existing or proposed legislation
does not make the AIT’s provisions directly applicable nor does
it give them a legal status superior to that of ordinary statutes.’ 

But as far as we can determine, only the federal government
ever bothered to pass legislation to ratify the AIT. The federal
bill, the AIT Implementation Act, bound only the federal
government, not the provinces.

The provinces may have thought that since the AIT could be
characterized as a voluntary agreement, and the introduction of
provincial bills to ratify it might have raised questions as to its
legal status, such legislation might be better not introduced.
And anyway, any disputes under AIT were to be negotiated
between governments, and so the courts would not be involved.

So, as far as we can determine, none of the provinces
actually legally ratified the AIT, disregarding Mr Howse’s
comments completely.

As for TILMA, neither BC nor Alberta, having signed the
agreement, have shown the slightest interest in introducing
legislation ratifying it. 

But surely the application of TILMA’s terms to such a wide
range of legislation, particularly to municipalities, school
boards, hospital boards etc, combined with its provisions
allowing individuals and corporations to initiate complaints

and actions and claim compensation, requires provincial
legislation which would clarify the relationship of TILMA’s
rules and dispute settlement procedures to existing legislation.

It would also have to provide the legal link that justifies
TILMA’s ultimate recourse to the courts in settling disputes,
that is to say its assumption that the TILMA panels will be
recognized as a form of arbitration under provincial arbitration
legislation. Forced arbitration, that is.

Naturally, such legislation would be controversial, not to
mention complicated. It would have to make clear the
possibilities of the TILMA regime as it could be applied to local
democratically elected bodies, and also to provincial legislation,
much of which had been in effect for many years.

We note that both Ralph Klein and Gary Mar, who signed
TILMA on behalf of Alberta, are no longer in the provincial
cabinet. It seems unlikely, then, that anyone will introduce
such legislation in the Alberta Legislature.

As far as BC is concerned, the logical time to introduce and
debate TILMA’s ratification would have been during last fall’s
legislative session, which was, regretfully, stillborn. 

This despite many promises by Premier Campbell of
transparency in government.

Well, Mr Campbell, we can see through this one. Your
strategy is to keep quiet, declare TILMA to be in force on April
Fool’s day, and then wait for some dispute to find its eventual
way to the Supreme Court of Canada before TILMA is
eventually revealed as a total fraud. But in the meantime, the
effect of legal chill and the permanent fettering of democratic
government will have taken its toll on democracy. Pretty
sneaky. 0

Readers’ Letters
A Letter About TILMA 

This letter was sent to BC’s mayors and to regional district
chairpersons and supplied to ‘Island Tides’ for publication.
Dear Sirs: 
It may not have come to your notice that the Provinces of
British Columbia and Alberta have signed an agreement titled
the ‘Trade, Investment, and Labour Mobility Agreement’

(TILMA) in April of 2006, to come into effect April 2007.
A small band of private citizens here on Gabriola Island have

invested time and effort to understand what could be the
implications from the implementation of this agreement and we
are very alarmed. Deceptively this agreement appears to be ‘a
solution in search of a problem’ and thus of little consequence.
Labour mobility, investment mobility and cross-border business
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activities are almost without hindrances in the personal
experiences of many of us so why the need for TILMA?

The ugly part lies in what new rights will be granted to
commercial interests from anywhere on the planet. A dispute
resolution panel will be appointed having legal authority to
bind parties and impose large fines. 

Most if not all municipalities and regional districts in British
Columbia have a ‘Strategic Plan.’ The City of Kelowna writes;

‘A Strategic Plan is one of the most important 'big picture'
documents that a community can have as it assesses the
changing needs of residents, the ways in which those needs can
best be met, and how to implement strategies to address those
needs in the most efficient and effective way.’

In our considered opinion these documents that express the

interests and values of the citizens can all be assigned to the
rubbish bin post April 2007.

Enclosed is a copy of a discussion paper by John Hill, titled
‘While You Were Sleeping Your Government Sold Your
Democracy.’ This article was published in Island Tides
newspaper, November 16 edition. Also enclosed are copies of
editorials from the Vancouver Sun by Murray Dobbin and from
the Island Tides by Patrick Brown, December 14 edition.

We encourage you to make your own assessment of TILMA
and if you too become as alarmed as we then make this known
to your local MLA. Even more importantly inform those
citizens you serve.

Erik Andersen, John Hill, Bob McKechnie, Chris Bowers,
Terry Hanna, Jamie Lawrence, Gabriola Island 0
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